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Abstract

The deep-hole drilling (DHD) method is a residual stress measurement method that is widely used for measurements in thick metallic components. In the DHD method a reference hole is first drilled through the thickness of the component. The diameter of the hole is measured accurately and then a cylindrical core of material around the hole is trepanned from the component, relaxing the residual stresses in the core. Finally, the diameter of the reference hole is re-measured and the change in diameter used to calculate the residual stress. In this work the method is used to attempt the measurement of cure and assembly stress in thick AS4/8552 composite laminates. The results indicate that although the DHD method cannot measure cure stress, it is able to measure assembly stress. Furthermore, a modification to the standard DHD method allows the through-thickness component of assembly stress to be measured in angle components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The latest generation of civil aircraft use carbon fibre composite components throughout their structure. Some of these components have very large sections, sometimes up to 50 mm or more in thickness. Typical examples are wing skins and landing gear attachment ribs. For such components, residual stresses introduced during the manufacturing process will exist and require quantification to ensure safe and economic operation. A major cause of residual stress in a composite structure is assembly stress. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the assembly of a wing box from two spars and two wing skins. Distortion of the wing spars during manufacture [1,2] leads to a mis-fit between the components and results in an assembly stress in the final structure. Current practice is to minimise the level of assembly stress by the use of shims [3, 4], but this is an expensive and time-consuming procedure.

Of particular concern is the generation of a through-thickness component of assembly stress in the corners of components such as wing spars. In Figure 1 the flanges of the spars are bent inwards during assembly, giving rise to a compressive through-thickness stress. If instead the flanges were bent outwards, a tensile though-thickness stress would develop, leading to an increased likelihood of delamination [5].

The problem of measuring the residual stress in composite materials has attracted previous attention, although many techniques that have been attempted are not suitable for measurements in thick sections. Schajer and Yang [6] used the hole-drilling method used to measure residual stress in isotropic materials and modified the analysis so that it could be applied to composite materials. In the hole-drilling method a strain gauge rosette is bonded to the surface of the laminate and then a hole is drilled through the centre of the rosette. The residual stress is calculated from the strain changes measured by the rosette. Sicot et al. [7] describe an incremental hole-drilling method to measure residual stress in a 1 mm thick carbon/epoxy laminate. Incremental hole-drilling method is an extension to the original hole-drilling method allowing the variation of residual stress with depth to be measured. More recently, the hole-drilling method has been combined with a moiré technique [8], digital image correlation (DIC) [9-11] and electronic speckle-pattern interferometry [12] to improve the accuracy of the method.

Raman microscopy was used by Filiou and Galiotis [13] to measure the residual strain in individual fibres in carbon-fibre thermoplastic composite. This work is however concerned
with what Barnes and Byerly [14] term ‘microstresses’: microscopic residual stress arising from the difference in thermal properties of the fibre and resin.

Guemes and Menéndez [15] used Bragg grating fibre-optic sensors embedded in a 7 mm thick carbon/epoxy quasi-isotropic laminate. A hole was drilled close to the point of intersection of the fibres. Results showed that stresses of the order of 50 MPa were released by the hole drilling. Although suitable for measuring residual stress in the plane of the composite, the technique would be difficult to use to measure residual stresses between plies.

Cowley and Beaumont [16] describe a layer removal technique to measure the residual stress by machining away near surface plies and then measuring the resulting curvature of the remaining laminate. Ersoy and Vardar [17] also used a layer removal technique, except that they removed layers by forcing a knife blade between plies. Such techniques are unsuitable for thick section components because the resulting curvature is so small.

In addition to experimental work to measure the residual stress in composites, attempts have been made to predict the residual stress from theoretical models of the manufacturing process. Bogetti and Gillespie [18] used a method based on laminate theory to predict residual stresses arising from shrinkage of the resin during cure and mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients between plies. Other work has used the finite element method to predict residual stress [19]. Such analyses are not straightforward and do not provide reliable predictions of residual stress because the necessary thermal and mechanical properties of the resin are difficult to measure and change during cure.

In this paper, the use of the deep-hole drilling (DHD) method is used to measure the assembly stress in thick section composites. The DHD method is a well-established residual stress measurement method for metallic materials and is particularly suitable for large, thick section components. Initial development of the deep-hole method was carried out by Zhdanov and Gonchar [20], Beaney [21], and Jesensky and Vargova [22]. More recent improvements to the deep-hole method have been made by Smith and his co-workers [23-27]. An attempt has been made to use the DHD method to measure the cure residual stresses in a thick section composite laminate [28] but we will show here that such a measurement leads to substantial error.
In the DHD method, a hole is first drilled through the thickness of the component using a gun drill (Step 1 of Figure 2). Next the diameter of the hole is measured accurately using an air probe (Step 2 of Figure 2) and then a cylindrical core of material around the hole is trepanned from the component, relaxing the residual stresses in the core (Step 3 of Figure 2). For metallic components an electro-discharge machining method (EDM) can be used to trepan the core but for composite materials a diamond tipped hole saw has been found to be suitable. Finally, the diameter of the hole is re-measured and the change in diameter used to calculate the residual stress (Step 4 of Figure 2). The DHD method assumes that the relaxation of residual stress at the trepan radius caused by the introduction of the reference hole is negligible and that the residual stresses are completely relaxed in the trepanned core in a linear elastic manner. Figure 2 also shows the front and back bushes that are adhesively bonded to the component to provide a residual stress free datum.

Figure 3(a) shows a cross section through the thickness of a component being measured. The air probe measures the diameter $d_0$ before trepanning and the diameter $d$ after trepanning. Depending on the variation of residual stress with depth, the diameter $d$ will vary through the thickness of the component. Figure 3(b) shows a cross section of the hole measured at one depth. In general the circular hole will distort into a elliptic hole so that the diameter varies with the angular postition $\theta$.

The calculation of the residual stress from the change in diameter of the hole requires the evaluation of a set of coefficients based on an analysis of the distortion of a hole in a plate loaded by far-field direct and shear stresses. For isotropic materials the evaluation uses the Mitchell solution for the elastic deformation of a hole in a plate [29]. For orthotropic materials the coefficients can be derived from Lekhnitskii’s analysis [30, 31].

The coefficients used in the DHD calculations of residual stress, $f_\theta$, $g_\theta$ and $h_\theta$, are defined by

$$\frac{u}{a} = d(\theta) - d_0 \frac{d_0}{d_0} = \frac{1}{E_1} \left( f_\theta \sigma_{11}^0 + g_\theta \sigma_{22}^0 + h_\theta \sigma_{12}^0 \right)$$  

(1)
where $u_r$ is the radial displacement at the hole edge at angle $\theta$ to the major principal material direction, $a$ is the radius of the hole and $\sigma_{11}^0$, $\sigma_{22}^0$ and $\sigma_{12}^0$ are far-field applied stresses in the principal material coordinate system. Figure 4 shows the global $xy$ coordinate system used for the measurement and the principal material coordinate system. The angle $\phi = \theta + \alpha$ is the angle between the global $x$ axis and the angular position of the measurement of radial displacement where $\alpha$ is the angle between the fibre direction and the $x$ axis.

The coefficients $f_\theta$, $g_\theta$ and $h_\theta$ are dimensionless functions of $\theta$ that depend on the orthotropic material constants.

$$f_\theta = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + n - k + (1 + n + k) \cos 2\theta \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where

$$k = \sqrt{\frac{E_1}{E_2}}, \quad n = \sqrt{2(k - \nu_{12}) + \frac{E_1}{G_{12}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$g_\theta = \frac{1}{2} \left[ k^2 + nk - k - (k^2 + nk + k) \cos 2\theta \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and

$$h_\theta = \frac{1}{2} (n^2 + nk + n) \sin 2\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In Eq. (1) to Eq. (5), $E_1$, $E_2$ are the Young’s moduli of the material in the major and minor principal material directions, $\nu_{12}$ is Poisson’s ratio for loading in the major principal material direction and $G_{12}$ the shear modulus.

Finite element analysis has been carried out using Abaqus 6.12 to provide validation of these equations [31]. The material properties used for these analysis are for unidirectional carbon/epoxy AS4/8552 as defined in Table 1, giving $k = 3.75$ and $n = 5.733$. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the values of the coefficients obtained from finite element analysis with those
evaluated using Eqs. (2), (4) and (5). In Figure 5, the coefficients \( g_\theta \) and \( h_\theta \) have been divided by \( k \) so that the range of values for all coefficients are similar.

3 MEASUREMENT OF CURE STRESS

In previous work carried out by some of the authors, an attempt was made to measure the cure stress in a composite laminate using the DHD method [28]. Two measurements were made of the cure stress in a 22mm thick composite plate produced by resin film infusion. The finite element method was used to calculate the coefficients used in the method to relate the measured hole distortion to the residual stress. In this section of the paper we shall demonstrate that the DHD method cannot be used to measure accurately the cure stress, unless the hole diameter and trepan diameter are much smaller than the thickness of blocks of plies of the same orientation. In practice, with current technology, this is unachievable.

To investigate the ability of the DHD to measure cure stress, a 160 mm by 80 mm laminated plate was fabricated of AS4/8552 carbon/epoxy prepreg with a thickness of 18 mm thickness. The laminate contained 10 blocks of plies, each formed of 16 prepreg plies with the same orientation, giving the lay-up sequence in standard notation of \([0_{16}, -45_{16}, +45_{16}, 90_{16}, 0_{16}]_S\). The block size, that is the total thickness of similarly orientated plies, for the laminate was 1.8 mm. The AS4/8552 laminate was cured in an autoclave using the recommended cure cycle for thick specimens [32].

After cure, aluminium front and back bushes were bonded to the laminate. A 3 mm diameter measurement hole was then drilled using a gun drill, followed by a 10 mm inside diameter diamond tipped hole saw [33] to trepan away the material around the hole.

A finite element model of the laminate was created using Abaqus 6.12 as shown in Figure 6 with 20 noded quadratic brick elements (Abaqus element type C3D20). The numbers in the figure give the number of elements along the sides of the model. The large number of elements through the thickness of the model were used to give an accurate prediction of the change in diameter of the measurement hole during a simulation of the DHD method.

To simulate the DHD measurement of cure stress, a thermal cool-down step was first carried out using the thermal expansion coefficients for AS4/8552 defined in Table 1 and a change of temperature \( \Delta T \) of -160°C. This produced the square section fibre direction stress profile
through the thickness of the laminate shown in Figure 7 by the solid line. Note the fibre direction stresses do not sum to zero, although the stresses in the global directions do.

Next, the DHD method was simulated by removing elements along the axis of the hole using the technique of element removal to simulate drilling of the measurement hole, followed by removing the elements forming a hollow cylinder around the axis of the hole to simulate the trepanning step. The change in diameter of the hole after trepanning was used to simulate the measurement of residual stress using Eq. (1). The results of the DHD simulation are shown in Figure 7 by the dashed lines. For the simulation, two different sizes of hole and trepan diameter were used. The large hole simulation shown in Figure 7 used a hole diameter of 3 mm and a core diameter of 8 mm while the small hole simulation used a hole diameter of 0.5 mm and a core diameter of 1 mm. The large hole diameters match those used in the experimental measurement. The large hole simulation results show no agreement with the original predicted residual stress profile while the small hole simulation results show good agreement, but only in the centre of each block of plies. Figure 7 also shows the experimental measurements obtained using the DHD procedure. The experimental measurements show a good agreement with the results of the FE simulation using the large hole diameter, but no agreement with the cure stress profile predicted by FE.

The results of this study indicate that for an accurate measurement of cure stress, the hole and trepan diameters must be small compared to the block size. Current practice is to use thin blocks of plies [34], in which case a DHD measurement of cure stress using existing technology is impossible.

5 MEASUREMENT OF IN-PLANE ASSEMBLY STRESS

The schematic diagram of the generation of assembly stress in Figure 1 shows the two wing skins are subjected to bending after assembly. A study was therefore carried out to determine whether the DHD method is able to measure a bending stress in a composite specimen. A pair of beam specimens of 20 mm width were cut from a plate with the same lay-up sequence defined in the previous section, so that the 0° direction is along the beam. These specimens were loaded in a 4-point bend rig using a strain gauge orientated along the beam attached to the upper surface of the specimen to measure the level of bending, as shown in Figure 8.

Each specimen was loaded until the strain gauge measured the desired strain, whereupon the
gauge was removed and front and back bushes for DHD stress measurement were bonded to the specimen. One specimen was loaded to a strain of 700 με and the other to a strain of 1400 με. In this paper we will only present the results for the most heavily loaded beam, but a full set of results are available elsewhere [35]. The DHD procedure was carried out as described in previous sections, except that the hole saw was not used to trepan through the final 0° block of plies in case the core broke away from the back bush.

A simulation of the DHD measurement was carried out using FEA, as described in the previous section. The FE mesh that was used is shown in Figure 9. 20 noded quadratic brick elements (Abaqus element type C3D20) were used as before. Again, the numbers in the figure give the number of elements along the sides of the model. A thermal cool down step was carried out before the bending load was applied. Sufficient bending load was applied so that the strain on the surface of the beam matched the strain measured by the gauge in the experiment. The simulation of the DHD measurement used a hole diameter of 3 mm and a core diameter of 10 mm to match that used in the experiment.

The results of the experimental measurement and FE simulation are shown in Figure 10. Only the fibre direction stresses are shown. The experimental measurements show an acceptable agreement with the results of the FE simulation, except near the bottom surface of the specimen. This is because the hole saw did not trepan through the final block of plies. The FE simulation of the measurement did not match precisely the originally predicted residual stress since the residual stress contained the cure stress in addition to the bending stress. The difference in stress between the two sets of results is of the order of 50 MPa, similar to the magnitude of the cure stress.

5 MEASUREMENT OF THROUGH-THICKNESS ASSEMBLY STRESS

In Figure 1 showing the generation of assembly stress by the fabrication of structure from a number of slightly distorted components, a through-thickness component of assembly stress will be generated in the corners of the angle components. By through-thickness component we mean the component of direct stress in the direction normal to the surface of the component. When fabrication causes the angle to reduce, a through-thickness compressive stress will be generated and when the angle increases, tensile stress will be generated. [2] Magnitudes of tensile through-thickness residual stress of the order of 20 MPa would be a concern since the strength of the laminate is low in this direction.
Right angle specimens were manufactured by autoclave from AS4/8552 prepreg plies using a curved invar female tool and with a lay-up sequence of \([0, +45, -45, 90]_7\) to the dimensions shown in Figure 11 [36]. Loading caps were attached to the ends of the angle specimen so that a bending moment could be applied to by compressing the assembly of specimen and loading caps between the platens of a test machine. The dimensions of the loading caps are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the assembly located in the test machine. Three specimens were tested in this work. One specimen was tested without any applied load. For the other two specimens, one had a compressive load of 1 kN applied, the other 1.5 kN. Once the specimens had been loaded, the turnbuckle shown in Figure 12 was tightened so that the assembly could be removed from the test machine. DHD bushes were then attached to the specimen.

The method of measuring the through-thickness assembly stress can be seen in Figure 13. The same general method was used in previous work to measure the through thickness stress in a quenched steel specimen [37]. A reference hole of 3 mm diameter was drilled through the corner of the specimen to take the actuation rod of a TESA SA GTL21 LVDT. One end of the rod was attached to the outer bush, the other end to the LVDT itself. The same hole saw used for earlier work was then used to trepan material from around the reference hole, as shown in Figure 13. Trepanning was carried out in increments of 1 mm through the thickness of the angle specimen. After each increment, any rise in temperature due to the trepanning was allowed to dissipate and the axial distortion of the core was then measured.

As previously, a simulation of the DHD measurement was carried out using FEA using the mesh shown in Figure 14 constructed of 20 noded quadratic brick elements. A thermal cool down step was carried out before the bending load was applied. Bending load of 1.5 kN was applied to the model to match that used for the most heavily loaded experimental specimen. Simulation of the trepanning was then carried out in increments of 1 mm to produce the results shown in Figure 15. A quartic was fitted to the data using a least-squares algorithm to produce the solid curve in Figure 15. A quartic was chosen so that the rate of change of length with trepan depth could be made zero at both surfaces so as to match the condition there of zero through thickness stress. The quartic was then differentiated with respect to trepan depth and multiplied by the through thickness Young’s modulus \(E_3\) (Table 1) to give the through-thickness stress profile in Figure 16. This profile is compared with the original profile predicted by FEA with good agreement. Note that some error is introduced because of the
The curvature of the specimen and therefore the trepan does not remove a uniform thickness of material near the surfaces.

The experimentally measured change of core length with depth for the three specimens is shown in Figure 17. Due to the variability of the experimental data, no attempt was made to fit a quartic and instead a least-squares linear fit was used, as seen in the figure. The slope of the lines multiplied by the through-thickness Young’s modulus gives a measurement of the average through-thickness stress. The results are shown in Table 2, compared with the maximum stress obtained from the FEA predicted and simulated profile with reasonable agreement(7,8),(996,992). Some error is introduced in both the FE simulation and the experimental measurement since trepanning relaxes both the through-thickness and the in-plane stress and both effect the change in length of the core.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the ability of the DHD method to measure cure stress and assembly stress in a thick composite laminate has been assessed. FEA has been used to predict the magnitude of cure stress and assembly stress, and has also been used to simulate the DHD procedure to determine in principle the ability of the procedure to make accurate measurements.

It has been shown that the DHD method is unable to measure the cure stress unless the thickness of blocks of similarly oriented plies is larger than the hole size used in the DHD procedure. Current practice is to use thin blocks, in which case DHD cannot be used to measure the cure stress.

DHD measurements of assembly stress have been shown to be in acceptable agreement with the stress predicted by FEA. This acceptable agreement has been obtained both for the measurement of in-plane assembly stress and the through-thickness assembly stress in the corner of specimens with an angle geometry.
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FIGURES

Figure 1  Diagram showing an example of the generation of assembly stress: (a) wing box components before assembly, (b) wing box structure after assembly.

Figure 2  Diagram of the steps used for the deep-hole-drilling method.
Figure 3  Hole distortion measured by the deep-hole-drilling method: (a) cross section showing hole distortion with depth and (b) hole distortion at one example depth.

Figure 4  Unidirectional laminate showing the relationship between the fibre direction ($\alpha$) and measurement ($\theta$) angles in reference to the global axes.
Figure 5  Comparison of the DHD coefficients evaluated by Lekhnitskii’s method with FEA.

Figure 6  FE mesh used for the simulation of the cure stress measurement.
Figure 7  Comparison of cure stress predicted by FEA, simulated by FEA for two different hole sizes and experiment.

Figure 8  Dimensions of the composite specimen used to measure in-plane assembly stress.

Figure 9  FE mesh used for the simulation of the in-plane assembly stress measurement.
Figure 10  Comparison of the in-plane assembly stress predicted by FEA, simulated by FEA and measurement.

Figure 11  Dimensions of the composite angle specimen used to measure through-thickness assembly stress.
Figure 12  Diagram showing the method used to pre-load the composite angle specimen.

Figure 13  Diagram showing the method used to measure through-thickness assembly stress.
Figure 14  FE mesh used for the simulation of through-thickness assembly stress.

Figure 15  FE simulated measurement of the change in length of the core with trepan depth.
Figure 16  Comparison of the through-thickness assembly stress predicted by FEA and simulated by FEA.

Figure 17  Experimental measurement of the change in length of the core with trepan depth.
TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering constant</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>135 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>9.6 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>9.6 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{12}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{13}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{23}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{12}$</td>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>5.2 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{13}$</td>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>5.2 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{23}$</td>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>3.4 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>Coefficient of thermal expansion</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-7} , ^\circ \text{C}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>Coefficient of thermal expansion</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-5} , ^\circ \text{C}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1  Mechanical and thermal properties of AS4/8552 [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (kN)</th>
<th>Through-thickness stress (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Comparison of experimenally measured with FE predicted and simulated through-thickness stress.